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Appropriateness of the Main Title ‘Memories of Childhood’ 
The title is well suited as the extract presents autobiographical episodes of two different girls 

living in distant places. Both the women belong to the marginalized communities, who look 

back on their childhood and reflect on their relationship with the mainstream culture. Both were 

victims of prejudice and oppression. They experienced indignation, sadness and outrage and 

were deeply affected by their unpleasant experiences of childhood. Both were strong women 

who fought against injustice. However, they both used the power of the pen to fight oppression. 

Appropriateness of the Sub-Titles ‘The Cutting of My Long Hair’ 
 Zitkala-Sa was a Native American. She was taken away from her mother forcibly because the 

white people wanted the native Indians to adopt their culture. Zitkala revolted the way the 

Indian girls were forced to wear dresses in an immodest way. She was shocked to know that the 

school authorities were going to cut her long hair. In her community shingled hair was worn 

only by cowards. She hid under a bed in a large room. But when she was caught, she resisted 

by kicking and scratching. But she could do nothing when they pinned her to a chair and cut off 

her hair. But her spirit could not be suppressed. The loss of her hair was the worst indignity that 

she went through. The title is thus apt. 

`We Too Are Humans’ 
On the other hand, Bama was a low-caste girl. She saw the upper caste people showing 

discrimination against lower caste people. They could not touch food and other items of the 

upper caste people. They had to work for them and bow their heads. Her spirit too revolted 

against this injustice. She felt terribly sad and agitated. She could not understand this inhuman 

treatment since she strongly believed that all are human beings. She wanted honour for all. Her 

brother Annan told her that she could do away with these indignities if she worked hard. Bama 

studied hard and stood first in her class. Many people became her friends. The title aptly 

illustrates her journey compelling people to respect her. 

 

CHAPTER IN A NUTSHELL 

The cutting of my long hair. 

Zitkala-Sa’s first day in school, cold, snowfall, students wore stiff shoes and tightly fitting 

clothes, small girls wore sleeved aprons and shingled hair — meals eaten by procedure/ 

formula, (a) 1st bell — chairs drawn from under table, (b) 2nd bell — all sat, (c) 3rd bell —

began eating — a warning, friend had heard of cutting their long hair, had heard unskilled 

warriors — shingled their enemy’s hair, in her community, shingled hair was worn by cowards 

and short hair by mourners. 

Struggle In Vain 
Crept upstairs in the 3-bedded large curtained room, crawled under the bed, dragged out and 

hair shingled, felt helpless and miserable, like an animal driven by a herder. 



We too are human beings  
 

Bama’s usual routine while returning from School 
Took ten minutes to reach home, watched fanners threshing, entertaining novelties —oddities 

in streets, performing monkeys; snake charmer, cyclist, Maarymata temple and bell ringing, 

wild lemur in cages, selling needles, clay beads and instruments for cleaning ears mundane 

tasks like waiters cooling coffee, people cutting onion, one day saw elderly main carrying 

vadai/green banana bhajji, holding by string, not touching it, bowed low and extended packet to 

landlord which amused Bama and narrated to brother who revealed painful fact about their 

community being discriminated against — once brother on his way from library, followed by 

landlord’s man who asked where he stayed to show his caste. 

Bama’s anger: 
Rebellious attitude exhibited — brother urged her to study, make progress and overcome 

discrimination, Bama did well and became popular and earned honour and respect. 

 

Long Answer Questions: 

Q1. How does ‘Memories of Childhood.’ Bring out the plight of marginalized communities in 

India? 

Hints: – the text –experiences of two small girls from marginalized communities—forced to 

accept  the  rules laid by people of so called high caste—both humiliated and tortured for being 

from low caste—throws light on how they had to sacrifice their self,  right to self-esteem and 

were subjected to unbearable humiliation—characters symbolize  communities—personal 

experiences universalized – compels the reader to think how humane is the human world. 

 

 Q2. Bama’s experience is that of a victim of the caste system. What kind of discrimination 

does Zitkala-Sa’s experience depict? What are their responses to their respective situations?  

Ans: - Zitkala-Sa- a victim of class distinction and oppression - was ill-treated and 

discriminated right from the beginning- could not accept their culture easily- at school was 

treated like a plaything- tossed up and down by the authorities- felt scared and extremely 

uncomfortable - though she hated everything- had to abide by the rules for fear of being 

punished- still worked in her own way and never gave in to the discrimination. 

Bama remained undeterred- convinced that she had a role to play to do away with the 

discriminations - stood for her beliefs- championed against the evil of caste system- took the 

advice of her Annan seriously- and established that education can empower people of any 

economic level- both did not succumb to pressure but stood by what they believed to be true. 

Answer the following in about 30-40 words. 

1.What does Zitkala-Sa remember about her ‘first day in the land of apples’? 

2. What are the views of the author about the dress code in the school? 

3. Why did the author begin to cry in the dining hall? 

4. How would you interpret the author’s statement, ‘now I was only one of many little animals 

driven by a herder’? 

5. What happened after Zitkala-Sa was tied to a chair? 

6. What made the little girl want to double up with laughter at the sight of the strange man? 

7. Who was Annan? How did he justify the strange behaviour of the elder? 



8. What advice did Annan give to Bama? How did his words affect her life? 

9. How did Bama win friends? 

10. What was the incident that made Bama laugh as well as feel so provoked and angry?  
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